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gives a first instalment of the papyri found at Tebtunis in the winter of 1899-1900. This
section deals with the papyri from the cemetery of mummied crocodiles, some of which
animals were found to be wrapped in, or stuffed with, rolls of papyri, many of them of great
length. The date of all the texts here printed lies between 150 and about 60 B.C. Only four
are literary ; two containing short lyrical excerpts from unknown authors, while one is a
fragment of a collection of epigrams, and another contains portions of Homer 11. II.,
95-210, with several critical signs. The bulk of the volume, however, is composed of
official documents, notably those of the Ka>noypafi.fiarevs of the village of Kerkeosiris,
giving elaborate details with regard to the distribution of crops in the village land, and
the revenues derived therefrom. The data are summarised in a valuable appendix, which
gives a clear statement of the various classes of land tenure in the Fayum (yr/ fiaaikiKr],
Upd, x\r)povxi.Krj, and certain smaller categories), and the revenues drawn from them for the
state, and throws considerable light on the manner in which military settlers (KOTOIKOI and
others) were planted on the land by the government. A second appendix deals with the
vexed question of the ratio between silver and copper under the Ptolemies, subverting the
old belief in a ratio of 120 : 1, by producing clear instances of conversion of silver into
copper drachmae at rates from 500 :1 to 375 : 1. It is consequently maintained that the
notion of an equality of weight between silver and copper drachmae must be given up, and
a theory of Regling's is adopted which gives a weight of from 15 to 20 grammes to a coin
of 80 copper drachmae, and consequently a ratio of value between silver and copper of,
approximately, 30 : 1. These two appendices contain the gist of the whole volume, but
there is a multitude of detail in it which will be essential to the student of Ptolemaic

economics.

The Republic of Plato, edited with critical notes, commentary, and appendices, by
JAMES ADAM. Vol. I., Books I.—V., pp.xvi + 364, 15s.; Vol. II. Books VI.—X.and
Indexes, pp. vi +532. Cambridge University Press : 1902. 18s.

This is a full critical and explanatory edition of the Republic, similar in scale to that of
Jowett and Campbell. The text is based primarily, as is natural, on Parisinus A (which
Mr. Adam has re-collated for himself), the next MS. in authority being Venetus n, then
Venetus S and Monacensis q, then Angelicus v. The commentary aims at being objective and
impersonal, based on a close study of Plato's own writings and those of his contemporaries,
and striving to exclude interpretations in the light of subsequent philosophy. The indices
include a classified list of errors in the MSS., which will be useful to palaeographers, and a
table of the conjectural readings adopted in the text (94 in all, of which 30 are due to
Mr. Adam himself). Among the appendices is a full examination of " Plato's Number,"
of which subject Mr. Adam has made a special study. A volume of prolegomena is
promised to complete the edition.

API2T0*AN0Y2 KflMfllAIAI. Facsimile of the Codex Venetus Marcianus 474 ; with a
preface by J. WILLIAMS WHITE, and an introduction by T. W. ALLBX. Pp. 23 + 344.
London and Boston : [printed for> the Archaeological Institute of America, and the
Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies], 1902. In portfolio, £6 ; half
morocco, £6 6s.

This volume contains a complete collotype facsimile of the Codex Venetus of Aristophanes,
comprising the seven dramas—Plutus, Clouds, Frogs, Knights, Birds, Peace, Wasps—with
a short preface by Prof. White, of Harvard, explaining the purpose of the publication,
and a full pa'aeographical introduction by Mr. Allen. The Codex Venetus was preferred
to the Ravennas on the ground that it is less well known, and while in text the Venetus is
not inferior to its rival, its scholia are unquestionably superior, and are of essential




